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One of the great. events in the early history of Australia 
took place when the English explorer Captain Flinders met 
the French explorer Captain Baudin in Encounter Bay, 
near Kangaroo Island, South Australia, on the 8th April, 
1802. The meeting was a dramatic one in several ways. 
The countries of the tw·o sea-captains were as they believed 
at war with one anGther. Baudin, if he had any inkling of 
Flinders's voyage, certainly had no previous knowledge of 
his movements and now learnt for the first time that the 
coast lying ·ahead of him had been explored and charted 
by his "opposite number." In Flinders's case o.ne element of 
surprise was lacking, for he had knowledge of the Frencl1 
expedition before he left England, but he now discovered 
to his satisfaction that he had not ,been forestalled by the 
other .in ·the survey of a great part of tho southern coast 
of Australia. 
The enco;mter, therefore, was one that might easily 
have proved at least formal, sti'ff, and even hostile, although 
each leader was provided with ·a passport fr,om the enemy 
Government. On the contrary it turned out to be quite 
friendly, mutually accommcdating and instructive. The 
two interviews that tc.ok place when Flinders visited the 
Frenchman in his ship the Geographe on the 8th April and 
again on the follow,ing morning have often been discussed 
and described, notably so in PY.ofessor E. Scott's Terr"' 
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NapolCon, ·and in the same author's Life of Matthew 
Flinders. The sources of information are the narratives 
provided by Flinders and ,by Fran\;ois Peron, the naturalist 
on board the Geographe, and in addition, as the· result of 
more recent research, that of Baudin. There is •another 
account of those most interesting .interviews, that of Ro,bert 
Brown, the .botanist, one of Flinders' staff in the h11Jesti-
gator, who accompanied his chief as interpretel' on the 
visits paid to the French commander. I have not huen able 
to discover if Br.own's notes, ·called by him "Miscellaneous 
Memoranda," ·have ever been published, ,but even if they 
have appeared before they have apparently attrad(;d J.ittle 
notice and are worth reprinting. Apart from th~i!' vatlue 
as a eontribution to the general history of Australia they 
furnish •a few items of special interest t.o, rcaderH of Tas-
manian history. They are written on some sheets of rough 
note-paper .sewn together, and arc to :be found in the 
British Museum, Natural Historyt Departmenl, South 
Kensington. 
By ·courtesy of Dr. A. B. Eendle, M.A., JI'.R.S., Kr,eper of 
Botany, facilities were afforded me to copy these N:Jte,c;, anri 
permission to publish them, as well as those dealing with 
Robert Brown's visit .to Port Dalrymple, was kindly granted 
by the Trustees of the British Museum. 
1\lr:ISCELLANEOUS MEMORANDA. 
"April 8--1802. 
About half past 4 o'clock P.M. saw a sail close in with the 
land nearly a head she was then standing towards us & in 
.about an hour she passd dose under our leo. 
She pr.oved to. be the .French frigate Le Gco,qrazJh0 
commanded by Capn Baudin. 
I accompanied C Flinders on board her & remaind with 
C Baudin about ':[ •of an hour. 
April 9h. Again a•ccomp.anied C .Flinders on :board Le 
Geographe & staid about an hour. 
From what fell from C Baudin in conversation it 
appeard that he had .madre the West coast .of New Holland 
nearly where D'Entreoasteaux had commenced his survey & 
had run along great part of the West eoast. He menti·Jned 
Shark's Bay in which he had been, & pointed out a mistaks 
of Dampiers concerning m1 Island wch that navigator had 
laid down in his Sharks bay but which according to C 
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Baudin does not exist, he supposes Dampier might have been 
dcceivd .by banks which are uncoverd at low water. 
C Haudin mentiond something about Rosmary Island>; 
bui from the extreme badness of his English I could not 
well 0,0111prohend what, it .appeard to me however that he had 
1101. visited them. 
During his course along the west eoast he anchord 
thirty times. 
From the west coast he appears to have gone to 'I'imot 
vvhere from circumstances mentiond he must have made 
S< me stay. There he lost 12 seamen & the Gardener from 
Dysentery. 
From Timor he appears to have proceeded t.o Van 
])i.emens land the .southern extremity and east coast of 
which he examind several corrections of former ch.ar~s he 
pointed out to C Flinders. I do not however d1~tmctly 
remember them in one case his survey seemd to he mac:l~-· 
rate viz in the Derwent where he had laid a bar w1t.n 
sear~e one f,oot of water across the river w~ereas at this 
lace C Flinders found at one side a ehannel with 2 fathoms, ~ in the river above 3 & 2 fathoms. 'l'he officer who made 
tbe .survey had left the boat at t~e bar & walk~. along the 
bank of the river just as far as It appeard C I•hnders had 
gone with his hoat. 
According to C Baudin every navigator who has visited 
Van Diemen's land has mistaken Tasman's Bay of Frederick 
Henry in proof of which he appeald to the Voyage o:f Tas· 
man & a small chart of the bay by him. 
On the east coast of Van Diemen's land he lost his best 
Iloat, in which was the Geographer & 7 or ~ seamen she 
had been sent on an extensive survey of this part of the 
coast & C Baudin after remaining on the coast 8 days 
despairing of her retum had then left it. 
He ·appears however still to have .considerable. hopes of 
her not being lost & thought it probable she m1ght have 
,;one to Port Jackson. 
He seems to have run along the north coast of Van 
Diemens land & before he new (sic) C Flinders's name, 
praised the aecuracy of his Chart of this part of the coast 
hut that taken fr.om Mr. Bass he pronounced very fault.y 
especially between Oape Wilson & Western Port & o.bservd 1t 
was not executed by a seaman, judging I suppose from the 
great inaccuracy of the Latitudes given. He did not see 
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the Iarge island mentiond ,by Mr. Reid c-ommander of the 
colonial schooner at the N W coast of Van Diemens land. 
He was not .in Port Dalrymple. He appears also to 
have run along the north side of Bass's streight but nut to 
have found any Port. He did not go into Western Port, 
deterrd as it would seem by finding only 6 fathoms a leaguE' 
from the entrance, if I understood him well ho-wever of 
wch I am by no means confident he had sent in his b·:Jat. 
From his leaving the streight to the time of our mcc,ting 
21 days had elapsd during wch he had run along the 
intermediate coast without finding· any bay or anchorage 
and having seen but one or tw.o bights of no great (~on, 
seqaence. 
He parted company from Le NatLt?"aliste in the struig·ht. 
·when we met his .intention was to run a1ong the sup]nsd 
unexplord part of ·the coast & then return & put in to Port 
Jackson. 
Each of the ships on leaving France (had) 10 
naturalists on hoard six of those belonging to Le Geogruphe 
and -among them Michaux were left at the Mauritius, whether 
Le NatuTaliste kept all her number stiil I did not learn. 
The Gardener of Lc GeogTaphe Whom C Baudin 
mentioned with respect & whom he frankly pronouncd it 
much better Botanist than the Gentleman at the head of 
this Department died as has already been observd at Tinwr. 
C Baudin informd us that he had found out where David 
Nelson was .buried & had his Gardener interrd beside him 
erecting a little monument with an inscription to the memory 
of both. 
C Baudin info·rmd us that a very considerable collechon 
of natural eurios·ities had been made & if I mistake not 
said that he had on board about 100 boxGs of these. I 
saw no living plants on board. A row of flower pots which 
stood in his own cabin were f1lled with earth but none of 
them seemd to contain any plants. 
C Baudin showd us coloured figures of the natives of 
Van Diemens land they appeared to he characteristic but 
not well executed. 
There were figures of their huts, of their tombs, & of 
their canoes. The canoe is exactly similar to that given by 
B.illardiere. 
All the natives were painted with woolly hair & C 
Baudin on being questiond on this head assurd us that it 
was really so. The hair of all the figures was of an ochry 
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red in all pro.bability from the ochre with which they col~ur 
their whole hodies. This substance together. perhaps with 
a kind of ·Calcareous marle wch .it is not unhke.ly t_hey use 
. have given the wo-olly appearance to the han-It seems 
may h t' f N H l at least extremely improbable that t ? na 1:es o. ew o -
land should have merely curld hair while the!~ more southern 
ncighb-Jurs .in other respects exactly rescmblmg them so as 
bo leave little doubt of their being the same race should hav8 
the wool of the negroe. 
The charts which we saw were finished & colourd b·.tt C 
Flinders thought that in their general appearance at least 
they were rather ·below mediocrity." 
COMMENTARY. 
These notes of the botanist who in after years became 
s·:> f·amous give cccasi:m to a few comments on their c.Jn-
ients, and perhaps the first thought of a gen?ral reader 
w;ould be that they furnish a further coni1rmation, though 
none is now indeed, of the falsity of Fran~ois Peron's state-
ment that the explorers in the Geo[Jraphe saw and noted 
Port Phillip and the entrance to it. A new point. will be 
noticed .by those who have studied the proceedmgs of 
Baudin's expedition with attention. 'l'he navigator did not 
sail into Western Port, but Brown gathered that a boat 
had been scmt in. If that was so the visit, judging by 
Baudin's time table, could have been purely a perfunctory 
one, ·though some slight pause -must have occurred t-J 
enable it to be carried oat. Baudin appears to have been 
miz.understood by Brown in connection with the length of 
time taken ,by ·the Geographc to reach Encounter ·Bay after 
Bhe left the "Streight." Twenty--one days .before the meet-
ing- took place Baudin was at Wat-erhouse Island. It may be 
that he was refcrr.ing tJ what is now kn-own as Banks 
Strait. 
Brown, to our :be it said, as the present accoun~ 
and other records .of his prove, was a man of considerabl0 
reserve, one who failed, ·shall we say, to give e~~ression 
to any views he may have f-ormed of the personaht~es and 
-characteristics of tho-se men w,ith whom he came ·111 con-
tact during his travels in Australia and T-asmania. Outside 
his purely .s-cienti-fic investigations it -sufficed him to note 
facts only, and even then in a dry, sparing way. But per-
haps it pleased him to be able to record what Baudin had 
to tell about the death of Anselme IUedle, chief-gardener, 
at Timor; how he had discovered the grave of David Nelson, 
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the botanist of the Bounty, buried the French scientist 
nearby, and raised a monument with a suitable inscription 
in memory of the two men who had fallen by the way, struck 
down ,by ill-fortune when working for :the advancement of 
knowledge. The incident reminds us of that occasion when 
in far-off Petropavlovsk La Perouse paid a somewhat 
similar tribute to the memory of Captain Clerke in 1787. 
Coming now t::> those items more immediately conneete<l 
with Tasmania that had their place in the conversations 
between the three men in the cabin of the Geographe, it is a 
little surprising that the shallow areas of the Derwent 
well above Risdon should have formed a subject of di~­
cussion. The matter war; after all a trivial one, but we can 
well understand that the question of the true position oJ 
Tasman's Frederick Henry Bay ·came t·o the front insistently, 
for Baudin could correctly daim credit that his work had 
solved a long-outstanding pro.blem. The French c.>m-
mander showed himself in a well-disposed and neighbour ly 
mood when he exhibited to his guests the c.o]oured drawing~ 
·of the natives of Van Diemen's Land, the sketches of their 
huts and tombs and canoes, and even the charts that had 
been executed. We may assume, I suppose, rthat the draw-
ings displayed on that occasion are .amongst those that ·wel'8 
afterwards reproduced and published in the Book of Illustra-
tions issued in Paris about the time that Peron's first 
volume .concerning the voyage made :its appearance. Tbe 
same remark may be made with regard t'O the charts, ahcmi 
which FEnders expressed to Brown an unfavourabl': 
opinion. 
As the host, and with some noteworthy results of the 
efforts of his expedition to shaw to his visitors, it is not 
be wondered at that Baudin "held the floor" while enrteT-· 
taining them. Flinders recorded the fact that Baudin was 
more inclined to give than to receive information, though he 
did learn something from the Eng•lish:man about the chances 
d ·obtaining much needed food and water in the vicinity 
of the spot where they were eonversing. Flindcm's op-
portunity to show some of his own work to the French cap-
ta,in came three months later at Sydney, 
H·ohert Brown called his notes Memo·randa. They were 
evidently written so.on after the interviews had taken plat?(!, 
and they show the variety of subjects that came up for 
discussion during the hour and three-quarters in all that he 
and his ·chief spent on the Geographe. We may be grateful 
for the things that his memory preserved for our benefit. 
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N01'ES ON THE GENUS PORIA. 
No. 3. 
By 
L. RODWAY, C.M.G., 
and 
J. BURTON CLELAND, l\lf.D. 
(Read 13th May, 1929.) 
THE AUSTRALIAN POIUAS AND PORIA-LIKE FUNGI 
WITH HYPHA<; NOT DEEPLY COLOURED. 
CONTINUED. 
The present paper concludes our provisional attempt to 
disentangle the Austra•lian of the genus Por'ia and 
is continued fr.om No. 2, published in these Papers and 
Proceedings, 1928, pp. 73-86. We are still left wi t,h a number 
of specimens, some probably representing u~her species, 
which time and further material may enable us eventually 
to defme. The Australian specimens ·subjected to our 
revision have all been those in our own collecti.ons. 
Owing to -slipping of the type having rendered obscure 
the .sub-headings of our section IV. in the Key, we re .. submit 
this Key, published in our last part, cornplcted by the 
addition of the species now discussed and lettered under 
major and minor sub-headings so as to prevent ambiguity. 
ro-;Y. 
IV. Hyphm not deeply coloured, 
A. Merulius or merulaid. 
a, Merulius, sterile surface extensive, curling up at 
edges, whitish, reticulations flesh colour, pale 
tan or ochraceous tawny . . 18. Merulius corium 
a. Meruloid, variable, richly coloured (vinaceous 
cinnamon to brown) . . . . . . 19. Poria merulina 
a. MeruHus, pure white with tendency to brownish 
discoloration, pores very shallow, orifices rather 
large . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20. Mer'Ulius cand·idus 
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A. Irpicifarm. 
Cinnamon drab to vinaceous drab, when old dark 
violaceous grey, edges villose to almost byssoid 
21. Resupinate forms of Polystictus (lrpex) versatilis 
A. Pore mouths relatively large, 0.5 mm. or more, 
edge determinate, colour pallid buff . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22. Poria subserpen.~ 
A. Plants .more or less brightly coloured with pink, 
scarlet, orange, or apricot. 
a. Definitely vinaceous pink .. 23. Poria vinaceo-rosea 
a. Scarlet to salmon orange . . . . 24. Resupinate 
forms ·Of Trarnetes (Polystictus) cinnabarinu 3 
a. Apricot-coloured (capucine buff, capucine 
orange), thin, orifices readily recognisable to 
naked eye . . . . . . . . . . 25. Poria Archeri 
a. Orange-tinted (warm buff, ochraceous buff, 
paler than capucine orange) including subi-
culum, relatively thick (up to 4 mm.), some-
times stratose . . . . . . 26. Poria subauraniiac·us 
A. Sterile edge wh·ite, contrasting with the brown 
(Verona <brown, warm sepia, !bone brown, army 
brown) pore surface . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . 27. Resupinate forms of Polyponts dichrmts 
A. Tawny Olive. 28. Poria-like forms of Trarnetes prot(Ja 
A. Spores brown, 
brown, up to 
whitish ·often 
a dry rot .. 
8 to 10 x 6.5 to 7 ft., pores dark 
2.5 mm. deep, sterile edge dirty 
with tints of orange, causing 
29. Poria incralf;sata 
A. Spores white, la.rge, 13 to 15 x 4.5 to 6.5 ft., 
usually abundant, plants buff to clay colour 
sterile edge white ·or whitish, variahle, some~ 
tin~es with raised edges, pores usually very 
O'bhque · · · . · · . . . . . . . . 30. Poria rnacroBpora 
A. Spores w.hite, usually abundant, ova:l or elliptical, 
6 to 9 x 4 to 7 ft. Cutting ·like firm cheese when 
~re~'h, often with a phosphorus smeH, usually 
ms1de. burnt trun:ks, creamy-white becoming 
browmsh, hyph::e thick, soon attacked :by insects, 
1spores 6 to 7 x 4 to 6 ft. . . . . 31. Poria dictyoporu 
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Firmer, whitish to light buff becoming ':brownish, 
determinate, often extensive, not specially 
attacked by insects, spores ·thick-walled, 6.5 to 
9.5 x 5.2 to 7.5 ft. . . . . . . 32. Poria medulla-panis 
A. Hypha:! very broad, up to 7.5 ft., very irregular, 
thick--waHcd, plants white wilih a cinereous tinge, 
up to 5 mm. thick ........ 33. Poria Wakefieldici 
A. Corky·-tour:-h, rather thick (2 to 5 mm.), pallid to 
pale buff, rather soft to the touch, pores usually 
oblique, s! ratose, orifices 4 to 7 in 1 mm. . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . 34. Poria subc1·asw1, 
I'<:reH ralh l' large, 2~ to 3 in 1. mm., s·hal!.ow, 
bee·oming· suuil'-•brown, margin whitish, smooth, 
separating . . . . . . . . . . . . 35. Poria westraliensis 
A. .Buff tints distinct. 
a. In parts :;;!; least definitely irpiciform. Inde-
termina! e, pinkish buff, light ochraceous buff or 
cinnamon buff, ori·fices usually 0.2 to 0.4 mm. 
wide, readily recognisable to naked eye .. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 86. lrpex obliquus 
a. Ori:fices regular, true PoTia. Indeterminate, 
pinki:_;h :,uff or cinnamon buff, edge paler, 
orifices :: t-:> G in 1 mm. . . . . . . 37. Pm·ia selcctct 
Pinkish b:;J; to bufl'y whitish, orifiCes minute. 
a. becoming smooth, orHices 7 in 1 mm. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38. Poria minutipora 
a. Edge 1li1kc pore-surface or paler, orifices 5 in 1 
mm .. • 0 • • • • • • • • 39. Poria car";wo-lutea 
A. Pores s-Jb-hyaline in appearance, whitish to dingy 
w:hitish to ochraceous buff, orifices 4-8 in 1 mm. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40. Poria hyaUna 
A. Hard, chalky white to Hght buff, indeterminate, 
intimately adherent, orifices minute, about 6 in 
l mm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41. Poria calcea 
A. Purplish to vinacoous drab in parts, elsewhere 
often pale buff to tawny O'live, pores at first rneru-
loid, indeterminate . . . . . . . . 42. Poria purpurea 
A. Vinaceous flesh colour us-ually present, when thick 
throughout the substance, when thin often shades 
of cinnamon with paler edge, thin to thick, ori-
fices minute, 6-11 h1 1. mm. . . . . 43. Poria vincta 
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A. Pallid ochraceous, becoming ochraceous salmon 
and finaijly dark near Burnt Umber, tubes up to 
2 mm. deep, ·orifices about 6 in 1 mm. . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44. PoTia attenuata 
A. On the ground and rotting logs, white turning· 
brown in drying, rarely pileate, pores oblique, 
spores globose, 4 to 5 f.t. . . 45. Polypo1·us adiposu;~ 
32. P01·ia medulla-panis (Pers.), Fr.-Additional notes. 
On sedion the pore-surface usua:lly pre.sents a pallid brown-
ish appearance. We have several collecti·Jns from Tasmani11 
whic'h agree with the mainland f·orms though the character-
istic spores were not found. Tasmania.~Cascades near 
Hobart, May, 1925, and August, 1918; National Park, 
January, 1928 (section of pore-surface white). Specimens 
colllected at the National Park in January, 1928, differ from 
ou.r other specimens in the substance on section being a 
darker brown (near Wood Brown, XL.); the pore surface 
is 'like N.•S.W. specimens, but the plants are thicker (nearly 
1 em.) and the characteristic spores were not seen. 
34. Poria subcrassa, n.sp.--<Forming adherent patches 
up to 7.5 x 4 em., rather thick (2 to 5 mm.), Pale Pinkish 
Buff to Pinkish Buff (XXIX.), Light Buff (XV.) or 
approaching Warm Buff (XV.), corky-toug.h, us·ually rathm: 
·soft to the touch, pores stratose, usually forming most of the 
substance, sometimes with a thin context layer. Pores often 
oblique, orifices 4 to 7 in 1 mm., disscpiments rather thick, 
setulose. Hyphm rather wavy and S·omewhat varicose, 3 
to 3.5 ft., usually about 2.5 ft., spores not seen. 'i'a;:mania.--
Cascades, November, 1919 (type), July, 1919; l\1t. Ne!sDn, 
July, 1919, and two other collections without localities. Thc3 
species approaches P. medulla-pnnis, Pers., and P. pulchella, 
Schw., which is sometimes considered a thin variety of the 
former (vide Bourdot et Galzin). It differs. from Australian 
specimens of P. medullc~-panis in being usually rather soft 
to the toC~ch and thicker, the .pores more frequently oblique, 
the orifi·ces reaching to a smaller siz.e and the absence of the 
abundant oval spores of P. rnedulla-panis. 
35. Pori:aJ westraliensis, n. sp.-Forming sharply defined 
patches, 8.7 x 1.8 em. or less, with edges separating fr.om the 
substratum, nearly membranous, with a broad smooth sterile 
margin which is whitish with a siight •huffy tint. On this 
the sha'llc-.v pore·s develop, becoming near Snuff Brown 
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(XXIX.), ra:ther large, 2~ to 3 in 1 mm., regular, dissepi-
ments thin, not setulose. Hyp'hm ,pallid, thick-walled, 3 to 4.!i 
fl· Spores not seen. W.A.-Pemberton, A.ugust, 1926. 
36. lrpex obliquus (Schrad.), Fr.-Rea in his British 
Basidiomycetes gives /. obliquu,s without any synonym and 
states that it is common. Under Poria mucida (Pers.), Fr., 
he .g·ives = lrpex obliquus (Sehrad.), Fr., and says that P. 
rnucida is uncommon. Bourdot et Galzin (Hymenom. de 
France in Bull. Trimestr. de Ia Soc. Mycol. de France, XLI., 
1925, p. 237) under P01·ia rnucida, Pers., give lrpex deforrnis, 
Fr., I. obliquus (Schrad.), Fr., and I. paradoxus ( Schrad.), 
Fr., as varieties. 
'This is a common and variaJb'le Australian species. 
Until identified for us by Miss Wakefield as, hpex obliquus, 
we 'had placed it under Poria, to which we feel that it more; 
properly belongs. Anyone examining a series of specimens 
of ·it, as we have done, without knowing its name, would be 
inclined Go place it undar Poria, and the young mycologist 
will here search for it. 
We have fortunately had a large amount of material, 
over 50 colle'Ctions, at our command. Otherwise we might 
have failed t.o rea'lise the degree of variation that exists 
and have inferred that we were dealing with several species. 
Some that we ·have excluded may perhaps be only extreme 
variants, not separate species. The species is one that must 
certainly possess many synonyms. 
With us it ,is f.ound gr·owing on the rough bark of many 
of •our Eucaly.pt.s and on fallen branches, lbark, and wood. 
When growing vertically, the irpicoid arrangement is clearly 
shown, and as the majority of specimens are in a more OT 
-less vertical position, the irpex form of the plant is a com-
mon .one. Sometimes on the underside of a Iog it grows hori-
zontally, and then it would ·be dassed as a Poria, thoug11 
even thus the ·pore mouths are rather plate-like and jagged. 
Amongst our specimens, chiefly collected in New South Wales 
and .S. Australia, we find that in addition to the irpicoid ani 
poria forms, what appears to be the same species may some-
times gr·ow on a rough uneven surface as little projecting· 
knobs, and the pore mouths on these knobs may show a 
labyrinthiform or fluted arrangement with the dissepimentB 
defective in places. This is evidently merely a growth form 
and not a variety, as normal growth and the labyrinthiform 
lmolbby one, or a labyrinthiform arrangement without knobs,. 
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may occur on the same piece of wood. The colour also varies 
somewhat in depth and we have established a variety which 
is clay-coloured. 
We describe the irpicoid form as met with in Aushalia 
as foUows :_;Colour deeper than Pinkish Buff (X XlX.), 
approaching Cinnamon Buff (XXIX.), or Light Ochraceom 
Buff (XV.) passing into Cinnamon Buff, when young whitish 
creamy white, or pallid, deepening in colour on drying, irre~ 
gularly effused with an indefinite felted sterile edge or the 
same colour or slightly 'paler, rarely whitish, not readily 
separable from the substratum, punky-friable, often many 
inches in extent and sometimes with outlying scattered 
masses. Thickness up to 1 mm. Pore mouths a'bout 0.2 to 
0.4 mm., occasionally 0.5 to 0.7 mm. and once 1.25 mm. wide 
when growing horizontally, just readily seen by the naked 
eye, .larger and coarser and mnre irpiciform when gr,owing 
vertically or the dissepiments then appearing· as linear ir-
regular plates, the .dissepiments fluted when o'bliquc. W'hen 
horizontal, the pore mouths vary in size, often with a L~w 
considerably larger than the others. About 4 pore mouths, 
sometimes 2 or 3, in a length of 1 mm. when growing hori-
zontally. Edges .of the pore-mouths irregular, jagged, often 
plate-like, more or less finely setulose, sepla sometimes im-
perfect. Depth of pores about 0.5 to 0.75 mm. Spore,; 
Blightly yeHowhh, oval or pear-shaped flattened on one odde. 
with an O'Mique apiculus and a central globule, 5 to 7 2.·5 
to 4 1.t·, usually about 5.6 to 6 x 3.l) 1.t· Hyphre faintly tinted, 
rather irregular, sometimes ribbon-like, thiek-walbd, 
occasionaHy septate, 2.5 to 4 >L., •occasionally 4.5 1'-
N.S.W.-On trunk, Hill Top, October (identified by Miss 
Wakefield, No.8); Neutral Bay, Sydney, on dead tree, 
('identified by Miss Wake:field, No. 13), on dying trnnk, 
August and September; Hawkesbury River, J"une; near Wan-
gan, PHlaga Scrub, October; near DUibbo, August; loc~11ity 
not stwted, turns yellowish-fawn when bruised; locality not 
stated. 
V.-Ararat (E. J. Semmens, No. 10); on the g.r,ound, 
Craigie, June (E. J. Semmens, No. 17). 
S.A.-Kuitpo, May; National Park and Belair, April, 
May (turns yellow with .spirit), June (identified by Miss 
Wakefield, Nos. 1 and 4), on dead 'branch of Exocarpus 
cupressi[ormis, Labill., June (identified by Miss ·wake•field, 
No. 2), July, and August; Mt. Lofty, June, July, September; 
on pine cone, Glen Osmond, July; on fence, Fullarton, July 
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(colour Light Buff, XV.); Botanic Gardens, Adelaide, on 
rough Eucalyptus bark on living tree, May; StirLing West, 
July; Mylm, J"une; Mt. Compass, May (creamy white when 
fresh) ; Blackfellow's Creek, :B'ebruary; Encounter Bay, 
.January, May (under-side of fallen E"ucalyptus bark); Mt. 
Gambier, May; Quorn, August (edge whitish). One S.A. 
collection (1926, no locality) has much ster,iJe surface on 
which in places shallow pores have devebped with thick 
rmmded dissepiments and here and there are widely spaced 
,~haHow reticulahons. 
W. Australia.-Pemberton, August. 
'I'asmania.--~Cascades ne1u Hobart, May, August, 
; Waterworkr., Hobart, July; Port Arthur, January 
(some of these are Poria-like). 
N. Zealand.-Wairoa near Rotorua, February. 
The Poria form presents the same general appearance, 
thDugh the colour may tend to be deeper. The tints sped-
ally noted have 'been Ginnamon Buff, Warm Buff (XV.), and 
Ochraceous Buff. The sterHe edge may be narrow or in 
growing parts extensive. Pore mouths as .small as 0.15 mm. 
have been seen and spores measuring 4.8 x 2 to 3 1.t· The 
localities of the more Poria-like plants arc as :fo1lows :-
Q.--Bunya Mts., October. N.S.W.--Moss Vale, November; 
locality not stated. V.--Staughton Vale, Brisbane Ra., 
Novem'ber. S.A.---Kuitpo, March; Mt. Lofty, May; Beau-
mont, Adelaide, December; Inman Valley, January. 
F'oT·m of I. obliquus nscmbling Poria sinuosa.---The fol-
bwing agrees almost exactly with specimens identifted as 
Poria sinuosa, Weir, No. 10,784, on LaTix occidentalis, Mon-
Uma, but does not agree with Hea's description of Trametes 
.<:,:nu.osa. Ochraceous 'Tawny (XV.), becoming Ochraceous 
Dull' (XV.) at the edge. Pore mn:.~ths 0.25 to 0.5 mm. india-
meter, about il in 1 mm., edges lacerated, very irregu~ar, 
mouths finely setulose, substance up to 1.3 mm. deep, subi-
culum thin, periphery of felted fibres slightly coloured. We 
rder this plant to I. obliquus. 
Form of I. obliquus resembling l'oTia corticola.--Dr. G. 
If. ·Cunningham has 'lent us American (?) specimens (
3
} 1J;.;;-;) 
identified for him as Poria coTticola, Fr. Three collections 
of our series we referred to this species on this determin-
ation. They, as well as Dr. Ounningham's .specimens,. 
present Poria-like but also in places irpicoid a,ppearances. 
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On comparing them with specimens .identified for us as 1. 
obliquus by Miss Wakefield, we are unable to find any mean8 
of distinguishing them therefrom, and hence conclude that 
they are really forms of I. obliquus, as is probab.ly Dr. Cun-
ningham's species also. We do not mean to infer, of course 
from this that Poria corticola, Fr., is synonymous with / 
obliquus-of this we have no means of judging and the 
descriptions given .by Rea in his Brit·ish Basid·iornycl'tcH do 
not agree. Our specimens to which we refer are the fo·l-
lowing:---Mosman, Sydney, June, Pinkish Buff to Cinnamon 
Buff (XXIX.); Cremorne, Sydney, June, Cream Buff to 
Cinnamon Buff (XXIX.), returned by Miss Wakefil'ld a:l 
"indeterminable"; and Neutral Bay, Sydney, December, nun 
Light Pinkish .Cinnamon (XXIX.)--·--all from a locality from 
which Miss Wakefield :has identHied I. obliquus for us. 
Aberrant and weathered forrns of I. obli,quu.q.-An 
irpicoid form, paler than Pinkish Buff (XXIX.), which Miss 
Wakef1eld (No. 6) ·considered indeterminable, is, we think, 
a form of 1. obl·iquus. It was responsible for rotting on a 
fence near Gympie, Q., in August, 1920. 
We cDnsider as weathered forms of I. obliquus threu 
irpicoid Porias which have assumed a dirty ,greyish or grey-
ish-'brown colour and are o·bviously old. One was on soft 
wor.ked wood at Fullarton, S.A., the second on an old board 
at Millbrook, RA., and the third on a rotting verandah 
board, Neutral Bay, Sydney. 
Deeper·-colou1·ed forrn of I. obliquus.-A plant collected 
near AshbDurne, S.A., in August, 1924, is deeper than 
Ochraceous Buff (XV.), up to 1 mm. thick, with the por'" 
orifices irregular, jagged, slig.htly pilose, 0.15 to 0.25 mm. 
wide and about 4 in 1 mm., with the dissepiments thin an-1 
practicaiJly no su'biculum. 
Forrna labyrinthiforrnis.-The following we consider as 
a grDwth f·orm. In parts of the same cDllect.ion, the more 
normal appearance may he presented. Growing on a rough 
surface, forming knobby elevations on the subiculum, the 
tubes more or less fluted or labyrinthiform, often with the 
.dissepiments .in places imperfect. A labyrinthiform arrange-
ment may be present without nodular elevations. N.S.W.-
Maolanganee·, 25 miles W. of Casino, August, 1917, returned 
by Miss Wakefield (No. 9) as indeterminable, between Cinna-
mon Buff and Clay Go lour (XXIX), pores tending to b8 
labyrinthiform, Drifices 0.15 tD 0.2 mm. wide, edges seblose, 
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dissepiments thin; Milson Island, Hawkesbury IUver, Aug-
ust, 1912, not knobby but pores more or less labyrinthiform, 
near Light Ochraceous Buff (XV.), pores s•inuous, septa 
often imperfect, orifices 0.2 to 0.5 mm. or more wide, about; 
3 in 1 mm., dissepiments fairly thin with the edges finely 
shaggy. V.---1Staughton Vale, Bris·bane Ra., November, 
showing little coral-like nodules in places. S.A.--On rotting 
dressed log, Glen Osmond, July. 
I. obliquus 1.1ar-. nrgillaceo---cinnarnonetw, var. nov.--A 
variety with the pores becoming Olay Colour (XXIX.) or 
deeper and a pale edge, the general appearance rather coarse. 
N,S.W.--Yanco, November, 1919, returned by Miss Wake-
field (No. 5) as indeterminable, near Clay CoJ.our Dr darker, 
the edge pallid and nearly white, felted and ahnost separ .. 
able, pore ori.fices 0.2 to 0.4 mm., about 4 in 1 mm., dissepi-
ments thin with rather jagged edges. S.A.-Mt. Lofty, 
June, 1917, Clay Colour, deeper than Cinnamon Buff, irpici-
f.orm, pore orifices about 0.4 mm. 
'What we in Aus.tralia understand as lr'pcx obliquus is 
a variable species. One fDrm ;grades into another, hut th" 
extremes may differ so from each other t'hat anyone, not 
having an ample series ,of "between" forms, may readily 
consider he is dealing with several distinct species. No one 
can say whether or not these forms ·breed true, and s·J are 
incipient varieties. As the irpiciform, poria .. <Jike, and laby-
rinthiform appearances may Dccur in the same plant, this 
aspect of the shape of the pores is evidently chiefly one of 
position and not varietal. It may be well f·or us to state" 
in broad terms as a ·guide to other col1lectors what types of 
plants we would place under Irpex obliquus. Resupinate 
irp.icif:orm, or poria-like fungi, indeterminate and often 
extensive, in colour near Pinkish Buff, Cinnamon Buff, or 
Light Ochraceous Buff, with a felted sterile edge sometimes 
eX'tensive of ,the same colour or s.Jightly paler ·but not pure 
white, thin (up to 1 mm.), adherent, the tubes somewhat 
variable in size but mostly 0.2 to 0.4 mm. in diameter, 2 to 1 
in 1 mm., irpiciform or de·finitely poria-like but if the latter 
with thin dissepiments tending to be ~acerated and th8 
mouths more or Ies•s setulose, spores 5.'2 to 7 x 2.5 to 3.8 fL., 
usually 5.5 to 6 x 3.5 IJ.. 
37. Por-ia selecta, Karst.---We ·have had considerable 
difficulty in .placing a not uncommDn usually thin cinnamon 
buff -or pinkish buff Poria, which resembles in general Irpe,,; 
obliquus, but has smaHer and more regular pores and nar-· 
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rower, slightly curved spores (5.5 x 2 ft.). There seems to 
be considerable variation in our specimens, probably 
dependent for the most part un the age and on the sub-
stratum. This variability has led to our being able to 
match individual plants reasonably well with several exotic 
species which have been identified and forwarded to us by 
authorities in ·other parts of the world. Thus Dr. J. R. 
Vveir's No. 15,904 :from Pinus contorta, Idaho, labelled Poria 
selecta, Karst. ( ::c:: P. vulgaris var. flava, Fr.), correspond:; 
almost exactly with plants from Bradley's Head, Sydney, 
April, 1919. Specimens also resemble closely Poria vulqaTig, 
Fr., kindly forwarded by Miss E. M. Wakefield, though in 
most cases the colour i·s mDre vivid, and this supports th0 
identification of P. selecta which Dr. W cir indicates has been 
considered as a variety of P. vulgaTis. Other specimens 
from near Ashbourne, S.A., August, 1924, resembled so 
closely Dr. Weir's No. 11,666, Poria cinerescens, Bres., grow-
ing on Pin?A,S nwnticola in IdahJ that we at first placed it 
under this species. His specimen has, however, a pure whit<) 
edge and ours one which is nea,rly .but not quite pure white. 
Moreover, Bourdot et Galzin in their "HymenomycilteR d\3 
France" (Bull. Trem. de la S·cc. Mycol. de France, XLI., 
1925, p. 227), refer to this r;pecies as "tres robuste, tres 
"lignivor·e, a la maniere de P. mcdulla-pani.s." which hardly 
fits our plants or, as a matter of fact, Dr. Weir's. Othe1: 
specimens have shown a resemblance to American plants 
identi'fied as Poria coTticola, Fr., but Rea's description of 
the species in his British Bas{diomycetcs seems to rule this 
out. \Ve have therefore decided to ref-er o:u plants to P. 
sclecta, Karst., c-onsidering the variaLi~ms as being dtw to 
habitat, etc., and not of spedfic significance and in •any case 
being s·o intan.c:;ible and so grading into each other as t·J defy 
description and differentiation in words. H may be that we 
have thus grouped together more than one true specim; and 
that in the :future S·Jme clear--cat means of aistinguishing 
these may be f.ound. Moreover, considering the habitat, 
frequently on Eucalyptus bark or wood, il is quite likely that 
we 'have to do with a purely Australian species. For the 
present, we place our plants under P. sclccta. and descrfbc 
separately several different collections so as to indicate the 
variati-::m. Some specimenr, seem 1o grade into lrpe:c 
obliq1.~us and it may he ;hard to decide to which they belong. 
ft'orming irregular patches, 10 x 2 em. in size, near 
Pinkish Buff (XXIX.) or greyer, semi-detachable, with ''· 
broad irregular indeterminate: :felted-fluffy nearly whitish 
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margin, very thin, rarely nearly 1 mm. thiek, pores aboui:. 
0.25 mm. deep, orifices variable, somewhat angular, 0.1 to 
0.32 mm. wide, 3 to G in l mm., dissepiments thin, smooth. 
Spores 5.5 x 2 ,t.t. Hyph::e septate, irregular, S·ometimes v~ri­
cose, branching at right angles, 2.5 to 4, rarely 7, 1-t· Wide. 
Ncar Ash bourne, S.A., August, 1924. Specimens from lVIt. 
Lofty, S.A., July, 1927, were readily triturated, orifices 3 to ·1 
in 1 .mm., dissepiments rather thick, setulose, shed spores 
slight'ly curved, narrow, hyaline, 5.6 x 2 ~t., hyph::e il to G ~t. 
A PO?"ic~ growing as small rounded diseoid patches on 
twigs, Milson Island, H1awkesbury Hiver, N.S:.W., J:uly, 
1912, returned -by Miss Wakefield (No. 17) as indetermin-
able, appears to be this S·pecies. 
Forming widely effused indeterminate pakhes, 8 x 4 em. 
or more, in col-our -Cinnamon Buff (XXIX.) or paler, the 
sterile narrow irregular margin -paler and membranous-
arachnoid, membranaceous (0.25 mm. thick) to 2.5 mm. 
(Neu·tral Bay specimens), adherent, pores frorri very shaHow 
to 2 or 2.5 mm. long, pore ori:fices 0.1 to 0.15 mm. wide, often 
sinuous, t,he dissepiments thin and often defective, the edges 
finely setulose, sometimes irpicoid, subiculum very scanty, 
covering rotten wo·od near the ground and s·ometimes extend-
ing to the soil and :felting small sticks and soil together by a 
por·e-bearing irregular surface. N.S.W.-Bradley's Head, 
Sydney, April, 1919, and Neutral Bay, Sydney, February, 
1913. 
Specimens :from the N a tiona! Park, Tasmania, January, 
1927, :form thin ill-defined extensive patches many inches 
long and several wide, pore orifices 4 to 5, sometimes 6, in 
1 mm., dissepiments thin, fibrillose, hyph::e irregular, often 
thick-walled, 2.5 to 4 ft. We have specimens also from The 
Cascades near Hobart, May, 1924. 
38. Poria n~inutipora, n. sp.-Forming extensive 
patches up t-o 10 x 5 em. or more, more dingy and in places 
darker than Pinkish Buff (XXIX.) with a sheen, rathee 
silky-soft to the touch, 1 mm. thick, consisting chiefly of the 
pores wi<th a thin layer of white byssoid subiculum, indeter-
minate, with in p.arts a narrow or more extensive sterile 
byssoid or quite smooth white edge. Pores 0.7 .mm. dee!), 
orifices 0.1 mm. diameter, 7 in 1 mm., dissepiments thin, 
rounded, edges tending to be set-ose or jagged. Hyph::e 2 to 
8 ft. thick, rather irregular, white. N.S.W.-Malanganee, 
25 miles west QX Casino, August, 1917. 
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We refer to this species three Tasmanian collection;; 
with v·ery minute pores, 5 to 6 in 1 mm., the dissepiment~ 
rather rounded or thin and jagged, in colour whitish with :t 
delicate :tluffy tint, up to 1.5 mm. thick and forming discoid 
or elongated ·patches several inches long and with edges 
fairly sharply defined or thin and encrusting with ill-defined 
edges. The whitish edge and penetrating mycelium are 
fluffy. Hyp'hre rather irregular, 2 to 2.5 ft. National Park, 
January; Cascades near Hobart, Octo.ber. 
!39. :Por-ia car-neo-ltctea., n. s1p.~Irregularly effused 
forming a thin crust-like layer, not readily separa·ble, Pink-
ish Buff (XXIX.), the growing edge narrow, -of the same 
colour or a little paler and .finely pilose, up to 1 mm. thick, 
corky to subfriable, tending to crack, pores 0.5 mm. deep, 
orifices 0.1 to 0.32 mm. wide, usual.ly ;under 0.24 mm., 4 to 5 
in l mm., the edges pi·lose and not ragged, dissepiments 
rounded and 0.05 to 0.1 mm. thick, substratum almost negli-
gible, spores not seen, hyphre faintly tinted ye•llowish, rathe.~ 
irregular, 2 to 3.7 ft. N.S.W.----Bullahdelah, August, 1919---
returned by Miss Wakefield, No. 10, as indeterminable. 
40. P01·in hualinct, Berk.-Miss Wakefield (No. 18) has 
ident1fied the following specimen for us. It forms a some-
what circumscribed .thin patch with an indefinite edg<), be-
tween Olay Colour and Tawny Olive (XXIX.), in places 
darker than the latter, composed of the very small obliquely 
set pores presenting a ·somewhat translucent appearance 
(Like dried gristle) resting on a very thin whitish subi-
culum. The surface tends to split. The thickness is about 
1 mm. The orifi·ces are closely set, about 6 in 1 mm., with 
thin di.ssepiments. Hyphre nearly colourless, 2 to (usually) 
3.7, occasionally 4.2 ~t., calibre a little irregular. N.S.W.---
Orange, Oc:tcber, 1914. 
V.! e aLso identify as this splodes a Tasmanian Porici 
(No. 1, specime-n 2)--the type came fr·om Tasmania. In 
this the plant is thicker (2.5 mm.), the col:mr is near Clay 
Colour (XXIX.) towards the t:urface and only the terminal 
parts of the tubes present a somewhat hyaline appearance, 
the basal parts like the thin subiculum being white. The 
pores are approximately -of the same~ size but set vertically. 
Tho surface also .splits. Hyphre faintly yellowish, rather 
thick, 3.7 to 4.G 1t., a little irregular. Specimens from The 
Caf,cades near Hobart, November, 1919, form a very thin 
•layer (about l mm.), show many small cracks and the older 
pores are of the Olay Colour and sub-hya'line appearance, but 
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the younger ones ate paler gradually fading to nearly white. 
Hyphro a little irregular, 2 to (usually) 2.5 ft. in diameter. 
Amongst other specimens c·ollected at The Cascades in 
.September, 1920, and May, 1924, are examples showing a 
nearly white opaque .p·ore surface with patches showing a 
semi-transculent appearance or a whitish periphery with the 
day colour appearing in the older parts. 
A South Australian specimen collected on the Sture 
lliver, Coromandel Valley, June, 1927, seems identical with 
one of the ·Cascades specimens. We :believe that three further 
South Australian eoHections should aJs.o be placed here, agree-
ing in the minuteness of the pore orifices- and a sub-hyaline 
appearance of the pore surface but presenting a deeper 
colour ( ochraceous ,buff, cinnamon buff). These may be 
mature plants hut fresher and less weathered. Kuitpo, May, 
1921---:for.ming small patches about 2.5 x 1.5 em. in size, with 
pallid felted edges .contrasting with the pore-bearing sur-
face which is between Ochraceous Buff and Ochraceous 
Orange (XV.), later approaching Ochraceous Tawny (XV.). 
Tubes about 1 mm. deep, forming most of the thickness, 
-orifices about 0.1 mm. wide, about. 9 in l mm., honey-comb-
like and rather polygonal, sometimes fluted, dissepiments 
very thin. Mt. Macintyre near Kalangadoo, S.E., Dec., 
lU22. 
Forming extensive thin patches up to 10 x 4 em., tending 
bo split, near Cinnamon Buff (XXIX.) or paler, subdeter-
minate, with a narrow ster.ile felted white edge, thin, usually 
about 0.75 mm., rarely in places 3 mm. thick, the white subi-
culum ·eontrasting with the cinnamon buff pores, tubes 0.76 
to 2 mm. long, orifices 0.15 to 0.24 mm., about G in 1 mm., 
smooth, dissepiments thin or rounded. Spores (?) 
splwrical, 4.5 to 5.5 ~L. Hyphm a little irregular, thick-walled, 
appar·ently sometimes -septate, 2 to 3.5 IL. Dr. Weir says of 
this specimen that it "may be referred to Pm"irt 1!rtporaria, 
"Fr., form. The spores are, however, not very allantoid. 
" The species has no doubt a name, but I have not yet 
"located a type. It may be Porin tnr-da (Berk.) from W. 
"il.ustralia." A specimen identified by Dr. Weir as P. 
ta1·da. for Dr. Cunningham in New Zealand is however quite 
lmlike ·our plant, and we think the latter is best placed under 
P. hynlinrt. The third c-ollection is from lVIt. Lofty, June, 
1928. 
41. Por-ia cnlcen, Berk. and Br. (non 1'. calcea (FT.), 
Bres.) .-Through the courtGsy of Mr. Cyril White, Govern-
:I 
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mont Botanist of Queensland, we have porti-on of the speci-
men collected by the late F. lVI. Bailey (No. 119) and re-
corded in Cooke's Handbook of Australian Fungi (No. 817) 
for Queensland. This was oolleeted at Trinity Bay. A 
specimen of ours from Lismore, N.S.W., October, 1(!12, 
exactly matches it. The species forms extensive hard but 
br~i'tJtle patches, up ·to 20 x 8 em. in size, Light Buff (XV.) 
or a little darker in colour, rather than "chalky white," under 
0.5 to l mm. thick, densely adherent to the substratum. The 
pores are very minute, usually about 6 in 1 mm., 0.174 to 
0.260 mm. in diameter, and very shallow, the orifices rather 
polygonal and the dissepiments very thin. W·hen devd'lfll'd, 
the pores may form about half of the total thickness, but 
even in -large patches are often not much more than raised 
reticulations, with the dissepiments occasionally defective. 
On dead dec.aying wood, sometimes penetrating thro"Jg:h thin 
superficial layers, and appearing below, where separation 
occurs, as a tenuous pallid indeterminate film on which the 
minute pores- soon appear. Hyphre white, in short leng-ths, 
s1ender, l.5 to 2.5 ~t. We have not s-een the spores in our 
specimens. 
This species approaches in general appearance thi:J 
specimens of P. 1rvedulla--plknis. The abundant chara-cteristic 
spores of the latter are, however, absent. 
42. PoT?:n p~~1'puYea-, Fr.-Bourdot et Galzin (Bull. 
Trem. de la Soc. lVIycoi. de France, XLI., 1925, p. 220) place 
Poria purpurea in tSect. Menil·iem, in which the pores are 
meruloid and later more definitely tubular with entire ori-
fices. In their description of the species they describe it as 
"rounded, oblong, then confluent, tender, thin, more or less 
"adherent, at .first white (or yellowish sub-ochraceous), soon 
" purplish or rosy, then purplish red or blackish purple; 
"-pores reticulated alveolar, then rounded angular ... ; edge 
"usua·lly straight, -pubescent or pruinose, white or clear 
"rosy; ... spores 6 to 9 x 2 to 2.5 ft." From this description, 
there seems no doubt that the following Australian plants 
belong to this species, though the spores are defmitely 
smal-ler (4.2 to 5.5.x 2ft.). 
Forming small to extensive thin adherent ill-defined 
patches sometimes 8 ins. (20 em.) or more long, with the 
pores at first meruloid, and in which vinaceous purple tints 
are present in places, though sometimes the predominant 
colour may be a pale buff passing into a tawny olive. Spread-
ing edge indefinite, filmy, byssoid to villous, Light Buff 
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(XV.), Pale Pinkish Buff (XXIX.) to Cream Buff (XXX.), 
sometimes with vinaceous tints which may also appear in 
the substratum. As the substance increases in thickness, 
eventua-lly reaching 1 mm., pores develop, first as shallow 
reticulations (·often .purplish), producing alveoli varying in 
size, averaging about 3 in 1 mm., sometimes 5 in 1 mm., th~~ 
pore surfaee thus produced pale buff in ·colour, but in parts 
Dark Purple Drab and Vinaceous Drab (XLV.) or Perilla 
Purple (XXXVII.). As the pores develop they increase in 
depth to reach in places nearly 1 mm., forming most of the 
substance; the ori-fices vary in size, ah:mt 3 in 1 nun., son1e 
0.5 mm. in diameter, others 0.25 mm. or even 0.16 mm., the 
dissepiments thin or in placi;s. thicker and rounded or some-
times the pores may appear like pinholes widely separated 
from each other. Eventually the thicker parts of the pJ1' 1c 
layer may assume a Tawny Olive (XXIX.) tint. Hypha' 
whitish, septate, thick-walled, irreg·ular, branching at right 
;mgles, 8.5 to 15 ft. ,Shed pores slightly curved, narrow, r-od· 
shaped, •cream-coloured to white, 4.2 to 5.5 x 2 f.L. S.A.--
Humbug Scrub, April, 1926; National Park, May, 192[) (th(" 
Vinaceous Drab pore area forms a considerable patch). 
N.S.W.-On dead stump, Neutral Bay, Sydney, May, 1913. 
43. Poria 1rinctn, Berk.--This species is placed by 
Cooke (Handb. -of Aust. Fungi, No. 822) under the heading 
"Pores Jlesh-ooldured," and is described as "wholly resupinate, 
"rather thi-ck in the centre; margin thin, somewhat free, 
"tinged above with red ( 4 mm. thick in the ceritre) ; pores 
"small, pa·llid, substance wood c-olour." 
One of us s·Jbmitted a Tasmanian I'oTia to the late Dr. 
C. G. Lloyd as probably P. vi.nctn. Dr. Lloyd in replying 
said that "Poria vincin was an Eastern species named by 
" Berkeley that came into use in American tradition, but this 
"is not the plant that has been called in the United States 
"Porin vinctn of Berkeley." Dr. G. H. Cunningham ha8 
lent us a specimen, No. 20,059, ,identified by Dr. J. R. Weir 
as "Porin vincta, Berk. ( =P. attenna.ta, Peck) on Pinn-~ 
"virginnn." The Australian species is dose to this but not, 
we think, identica-l--though the colour is nearly the same, 
the pores in our plants are much smaller. 
·we have a series of Australian plants which, though 
very variable, seem all to link on with ead1 other, extremes 
being sometimes met with in the ·same c-ollection, and , i~ 
which the whole plant or some part shows a colour wh1cn 
may be called a vinaceous-flesh ( vinace·ous fawn, pinkish 
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cinnamon), the colour extending into the substance, the JlOl'es 
minute. The .plants may be very thin and nearly memlmlll-· 
ous, or become thick from 1 to even 6 mm. in depth. 'I'hougL 
the plants. usually have the above vinaceous or fleshy tint 
this may not be appreciable in thin specimens in which the 
colour may be cinnamon or ·brown. We describe separatclv 
thick specimens from N.S.W. and Queensland, and thin speci-
mens rarely up to 1 mm. thick from Tasmania. 
l<~orming extensive patches 10 em. or more long an1 up 
t-o 4 em. wide, in colour near Vinaceous Fawn and AveJl .. 
aneous (XL.) ·becoming browrwr, varying in thickness fr"m 
1 to 6 mm., the ed,ges irregular but sharply defmed with f..t 
very narrow paler sterile edge. Substance corky to WtJ-ody, 
near Avellane·ous. .Pore mouths very minute, about 6 in 1 
mm., dissepiments rounded. Spores (apparently) subspheri-
cal, 2Ji to 5 1-t· Hyphre whitish, about 3 11·· thick, with muc:h 
granular material. N.:S.W.--Malanganec: near Casino, 
August, 1917; Comboyne, August, 1918. Queensland.-
Bunya Mts., October, 1919. 
Fm·ming thin patches up to 7 x 4 em., Pinkish Cinna-
mon, Cinnamon and Olay Colour (XXIX.), or between 
Lig-ht Pinkish Cinnamon and Pinkish Cinnamon but darker, 
or near Light Ochraceous Buff (XV.), or Light Vinaceous. 
Cinnamon, or paler than to deeper than Lig.ht Pinkish Cinna-
mon becoming when old near :Cinnamon (XXIX.) to Cinna-
mon Rufous (XIV.) or •browner than Cinnamon near Sayal 
Brown (XXIX.), rather indeterminate, with the sterile edge 
paler and sub-byssoid, occasionaily with a reflexed villos2 
border ahove, forming a narrow pileate shelf, membranou:;, 
very thin (usually under 0.5 mm., rarely nearly 1 mm. thick), 
pore orifices minute 0.08 to 0.13 mm., 61 to 11 in 1 mm., finely 
setulose, dissepiments thin. 
'I'asmania.----Many specimens, including Cascades ( J anu-
ary, 1920; May, 1926; August, 1918), Waterworks Gully 
(July, 1920), Brown's River (January, 1928). S.A.--On 
dead wood, Mt. Lofty, June, 1917. 
4.4. Poria a,ttenuata, Peck.--.:'l'he fo'llowing agrees with 
A'meri.can spec·imcns on Picea Engelmanni, in Montana,. 
kindly forwarded by Dr. James R Weir. Forming irregula:: 
patches up to 7 x 3 em. in the ·hollows and interstices of a 
rotting Pinus log. The sterile mycelium is extensive, vil-
lose, and pallid ochraceous, as the ·pores develop, first as 
minute pits, becoming Ochraceous Salmon (XV.), passing 
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as the tubes elongate to near Argus Brown (III.) and when 
old becoming darker near Burnt Umber (XXVIII.). The 
fungus is firmly adherent to the substratum. The brown 
pores eventually form a -layer up to 2 mm. thick, resting- on 
the light pale decaying wood without any obvious sub .. 
stratum. The m:illces are exceedingly minutfl, about (j in 1 
mm., sUghUy variable in ,size, the cliss·epiments rounded. 
:Hypha! whitish, irregular, branching irrogularly, with trans-
verse eonnoetiorw and much debris, 2 to 4.8 r<. Beaumont, 
Adelaide, June, 1917. 
4-f). PolyponLs adiposuN, B. and Br.-·Rea, in his BrU·ish 
Basidiomycetes describes this species as being white, here 
and there acquiring a foxy tinge, often entirely resupinate, 
and with the tubes whitish, tinged in places with brown, 
short or long·, their •orifices small and round or angular and 
torn, Hw spcres white, g-lobose, 4 to 5 tt., the whJlo fungus 
turning brown in drying. It is .found on ditch sides, the 
ground beside stumps, and .messes. As a synonym, he gives 
P. undatw;, Pers. sec. Bres. and refers under this name to 
Lloyd, Syn•op. Sec. Apus Gen. Polyp. figs. G62 and 668. 
Lloyd describes. P. undcttus as white, usuaily resupinatG, 
rarely developing a pileus, turning dark reddish brown in 
drying, the pores minute or hia•scent, in an oblique position, 
the mouths cinereous when dried, spores globose, 3 to 4 ft. 
He says that in the United States it always -oceurs as a I'o?'ia, 
is frequent and forms slabs on very rotten J.ogs. It has 
tbeen distributed as Polyporus B1"o01nei by Rabenhorst and by 
Sydow, and Brc,sad·o·la referred P. ad'iposu.s to it. 
Miss Wakefield has sent us a specimen of I'. adipos-us 
from soil on the side of a drain, Doncaster, I~ngla nd. We 
have a specimen coUected at Mo.sman, Sydney, in ,June, 1919, 
which we refer to this species. It forms a layer about 2 
mm. thiek, covering the irrflgularities of caked soil near wood 
and in colour is near Sayal Brown (XXIX.) whic.h is per-
haps s•omewhaL "foxy" in tint. The tubes arc mo·stly oblique, 
but in places horiz-ontal, when the orifices are fairly regular, 
about 5 in 1 mm., the dissepiments rather thin. The colow· 
is a little deeper than in Miss Wakefield's specimen, and the 
mouths of the pores are not cinereous, as they are i.·o some 
extent in the English specimen. There are abundant, white, 
irregularly spherical (collapsed ?) spores, 3 to 4 J.t. in size, 
and the hyphre are fine, irregular, nearly colourless, about 
1.5 ;t. in diameter. 
